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Twisted metal ps3 cheats unlimited health

Square, Triangle, Circle, Square (2) X, Square, Triangle (3) Triangle, X, Circle, Square, Triangle X, Square (2), Circle, Triangle As Password Level, Enter Circle (2), Triangle, X, Space. You can only do this in the arena, roof and arena 2 stages. Click down for another view. Enter Square, Triangle, X, Space, Circle as a
level password. Hold X and click Start while playing with one player. Keep right and click Start while playing with one player. X, Triangle, Square, Circle, Square Square, Triangle, X, Circle, X Find a glass pyramid on the roof stage. Destroy the glass pyramid. Put the hole down. You can drive to a hotel with lots of rooms
and areas. As a level password, enter a triangle, space, area, circle (2). Enter Triangle, X, Triangle (2), Circle as a level password. Circle, Triangle, Square, Circle (2) Strategy Guide/Step Guide/Frequently asked questions Infinite Health and Turbo Note: Controls should be installed on the Classic option for this code to
work with. During the game, hold the L1 and L2, R1 and R2 and quickly press right, left, down, up. If you enter the code correctly, the words Invulnerability will appear. Enter the code again to disable it. Infinite Weapon Note: Controls must be installed on the Classic version for this code to work. While playing, hold the L1
and R1 and L2 and quickly press Up, X, Left, Circle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Enter the code again to disable it. One Hit Kills Note: Controls should be installed on the Classic version for this code to work with. While playing, hold the L1 and R1, L2 and R2 and quickly press X (2), Up. If you
enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Enter the code again to disable it. Mega Machine Guns Note: Controls must be installed on the Classic version for this code to work. While playing, hold the L1 and R1, L2 and R2 and quickly press the X (2) Triangle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear.
Enter the code again to disable it. Special Freeze Note Attack: Controls should be installed on the Classic version for this code to work with. Hold L1 and R1, L2 and R2 during the game and quickly press right, left, up. Weapon Exchange for Health Note: Controls must be installed on the Classic option for this code to
work. While playing, hold L1 and L2, R1 and R2 and quickly tap Triangle, X, Square, Circle. If you enter the code correctly, the words Weapon for Health will appear on the screen. Alternative weapon representation During the game, click Select and Right. Play like a yellow jacket at Junkyard level, shoot down a plane
that circles around the level. The easiest way to shoot down a plane self-invoking or fire a typo while there is no enemy around you. The plane is prepared, circling and crashing into the wall in the lowest level area, leading to an underground tunnel. The opening of the suspended box is confronted with this Follow the
tunnel under the sewer, collect weapons and health, and continue until you see the control panel attached to a large column in the middle of the round room. Shoot the control panel and message that the yellow jacket has been unlocked will appear. A yellow jacket will appear inside the destroyed column. Play as
Warthog At The Suburbs level, go to the carnival entrance. Turn left and jump off a hill to land on top of a building with structure on it. Drop through the hole and destroy the panel. A message will appear that Warthog has been unlocked. Play as Axel At the level of the freeway, go to the center level to find a large
construction site with two large cranes. The one on the right holds the pipe, the left holds a box. Use the ridge between the cranes and the road and aim for the control box of the left crane (in the center of the box). You only need to hit it once with some kind of missile. The box will then descend on the building yard.
Shoot to unlock Axel. Play as ManSlaughter At the level of the prison aisle, get out of the ship as soon as it approaches the ground, go right (left if in front of the ship). Follow the va line until you reach some boxes with a health pickup. Shoot the boxes while the ramp is formed. Approach the ramp and turn towards the
ship. Shoot towards the ship until there is a hole. Enter the hole to find and unlock ManSlaughter. Play as Minion successfully complete the story mode with all the regular and hidden characters to unlock Mignon. Level the roof of the Warhawk in multiplayer mode At the level of Junkyard, shoot down the green statue of
Pizza Boy (near the old military aircraft and crane). His pizza box will fall next to the vertical crusher and form a ramp. Go to the ramp and line yourself up to the crusher. When the crusher falls, use the ramp. When on top of the crusher, there will be a building that you can drive through to get a weapon. From the side,
that will be a rotating black cube. go to the black cube to unlock the level of the Warhawk roof in multiplayer mode. Level the prison pass in multiplayer mode At the Suburbs level, go towards the city center, drive through the gaps, and stop on the second roof. Then slowly turn to the ocean and look for a power missle on
top of a narrow roof nearby. Reserve your vehicle a bit on the current roof, and get a good start to another narrow rook with the power of the missle. Once you pick up the power missle, shoot the air vents on top of the building to get a black cube that will unlock the level of the prison pass in multiplayer mode. Minion-level
stadium in multiplayer mode At Downtown level, find a set of buildings connected on story on one side of the river / Bayou. You can find it easy when you drive in between, as there is a big big Wall that is very visible that you can shoot to get to the elevators. There is one on each building. When facing buildings from the
river, take the left elevator up. Then drive around to the back of the building. Along the way, you will notice that the earth changes color. About one car is the length to the left of this line where you want to crawl to the edge and barely fall. You have to hit the cube when falling. If not, then you should be on another level off
the ground - jump (click L1 and R1) to get a cube. Level lifts in multiplayer mode At the level of the loop of the highway, go to the bridge with a gap in it. Facing off the bridge and left on the other side of the wall, you can see two round towers on what appears to be a powerplant. Hit the one closest to the bridge with a gas
cylinder. It will fall and start rolling towards the bridge. Make sure you and no other enemies are on your way or it will break. It will slowly jump the bridge and make a hole just inside the tunnel. Inside you will find a black cube that unlocks the level of elevators in multiplayer mode. Level Power Station in multiplayer mode
On the level of Snowy Roads, go beyond the barriers to the cliff in the area with the restaurant, on the south side of the level (to your right if you run into the road in front of the restaurant). Carefully follow the edge of the level to find a black cube that will unlock the power plant level in multiplayer mode. The sewer level in
multiplayer mode At the skyscraper level, go to the bottom of a crashed plane and on the left (if you're getting out of the plane) is a small billboard. Knock down the billboard and it will form a bridge between the gap of the two buildings. Place yourself in the center of the board and aim at the inside of the hole. Depending
on your car, you will have to drive at a different speed to get a black cube. Note: You will have to lose a life to get this black cube. Skyscrapers level in multiplayer mode at the level of the warhawk roof, look for where the tankers are coming from on the roof. Then line your car perpendicular to the building, which has
hangars from which the tankers come out from above. Drive full speed straight from edge to tanker building to find a black cube that will unlock the level of skyscrapers in multiplayer mode. This may take several attempts. Reverse special During the game, as Preacher, John Doe, Mr. Grimm, Dollface, Bloody Mary,
Raven, or Black, highlight a special weapon icon and then quickly push up, left, right, down, L2. No face of secret special attacks During a game like No Face, highlight a special weapon icon and then quickly click Up (3) to make its front end lights up with electricity. It also works replacing Left (3), Right (3), or Down (3)
for the appropriate side. Playing as No Face, highlight a special weapon icon, and then quickly tap Down (3), Up (3) to make the purple shield appear instead of silver. To dismiss the purple shock you have to be near someone and then click L2. Secret special attack Crow During the game as a crow, highlight a special
weapon icon and then quickly click Up (3) to let the Raven pop out at the top of the car and attack the nearest enemy with a machine gun. Secret special attack Axel During the game as an axel, highlight a special weapon icon and then quickly click Up (3). Secret special attack Minion During the game as a minion,
highlight a special weapon icon and then quickly click Up (3). Special Attacks Go: Press L1 and R1. Freezing Attack: Push up, down, up. Mina: Push right, left, down. Charged mine: Push right, left, then hold down. Invisibility: Press Left (2), Down (2). Shield: Press Right (2), Down (2). Rear fire: Press left, right, down and
fire weapons. Extra Health After destroying the enemy car, hit the flaming driver for a slight health boost. Defeating the Warhawk to shoot the tankers while they are on the helipad. Wait until the Warhawk hovers over the helipad and blows up the tankers. Warhok's shields will take the damage. After that, about four times
the Warhawk shields will be destroyed, and tankers will stop appearing. Be sure to regain your health often at the level, and hide when you need to. Also try to use Satellite weapons for serious damage. Electrocute the men in the prison aisle level At the level of the prison aisle, you can run over the window marked
Danger of high voltage and look at the three men who sit in the chairs get electrocuted. They are near the front of the ship on the platform. The box is right in front of them. Translating Minion codes On the load screen for each level while playing as a minion, there are a bunch of numbers, not words like with other
characters. These numbers can be translated into words. The used formula is 1'A, 2'B, 3'C, etc. that's what you get when you translate the numbers: 1. I don't think it's real. 2. I have to speak in code, otherwise it will open me. 3. We are trapped in his head. 4. That's how he sees the world, how a sweet tooth sees his life,
it's not real. 5. We are all trapped in his head. 6. I miss the old colorful world. 7. One day we will return to the Old World. 8. In the real world, my name is Marcus Kane. Trophies Successfully perform one of the following tasks to get the trophy: Field Medic (bronze): Exchange of arms for health. Bank Shot Bonus (Bronze):
Hit another car with a bank shot using a ricochet weapon. Like a father, like a son. (Bronze): Unlock the yellow jacket. For Revenge (Bronze): Unlock Total carnage (bronze): Inflict maximum damage in one attack. Perfect Ten: Score hit with all 10 rocket rockets or Reticle weapons. Hard Fought Victory: Win a match in
Challenge mode with difficulty set on hard. Sermon Trends (Silver): Unlock freeways, mini-suburbs, and prison ship levels. Bloody finish (silver): Full story mode with any character. On the hunt (silver): Collect all the black cubes. In addition, there are three secret trophies: Sweet Shades (bronze): Unlock WartHog.
Nemesis Calypso (bronze): UnlockIng Murder. Beware! (Gold): Unlock Minion. Mignon.
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